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For the houses built in large spaces with sprawling lawns, there are many possibilities of extending
the living area and building a space where one can relax. Such structures in the house are a well
respite for every member of the family as kids as well as elders can spend some times.

Originally started as a place to grow the orange fruits, in Mediterranean climate, most in UK, the
orangeries have now become known as living spaces. Although the use of these structures has
undergone a change, yet they are being used for a multitude of functions other than for growing
oranges. Since the open roof top and light entering the house was the primary feature of orangery,
the style is still maintained. And this is the most attractive part of this particular structure in the
extension.

In the olden days, this was used for plantation of oranges and therefore, the room was supposed to
be well lit but still was cool. The same ambience is maintained in present scenario where people are
keeping the orangery as a recreation place rather than growing plants. This has been, in many
cases, fitted with pool tables, or sitting room with recreation and indoor gaming facilities for the
family members.

In many houses, the orangeries are used for small get together and parties under the bright
moonlight seeping in from the glass paned roof. A great time is spent under the roof so that the
party is perfectly suited for any occasion. The construction of the orangeries is something that is
quite appealing. Roof has the glass fitting necessarily whereas the walls of the room can be fitted
with hardwood and glass. The floor is made of hardwood also, as it is easy to build and was
required in case of orangery originally.

Nowadays, these places are made with different designs with various interior decorations and wall
hangings. Furthermore, the owners and hosts can bring alterations to create a better feel to the
surrounding so that people will be able to enjoy their time. Depending on how big people want these
places to be, they can construct or even extend the room as these structures are made of wood in
large parts.

In many cases, separate orangeries are built by people themselves by bringing in carpenters and
arranging the hardwood logs from which the wood cuttings can be prepared. With designs that can
be thought of by people, these structures have brought about a significant change in the manner in
which people find their new recreational place.
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Matthew Lewis - About Author:
Matthew Lewis is a specialist in the construction of hardwood a orangery. His company is the
leading supplier of bespoke and hand-carved hardwood a orangeries and conservatories. Contact
the company to add a unique style and functionality to your home.
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